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May 28, 1973

William C. Younger, Esquire
Librarian
Alabama Supreme Court
Justice Building, Capitol
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

Dear Bill:

I have enclosed a copy of my recent report to Pearl Von Allmen regarding the Atlanta Institute program just concluded. As you can see, the Chapter will have a small surplus for the treasury as a result of this venture.

I also outline some plans for establishment of a more formal Chapter NEWSLETTER. A number of the AALL Chapters already have or are presently establishing such publications. They provide for prompt reporting of professional news and developments, as well as permit some good "public relations."

I hope that you will give this idea some serious thought. I think the Southeastern region is growing as rapidly as any other AALL region, and I believe the increasing number of well qualified law librarians coming into our area merits some increase in our activities. The NEWSLETTER would, I think, provide a format for the exchange of information and ideas.

I will be looking forward to seeing you in Seattle next month. Perhaps we can discuss your building planning then.

Sincerely,

Peyton R. Neal, Jr.
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